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Zika in India and the need for transparent reporting
Dear Editor

We read with great interest a recent paper published in Travel
Medicine and Infectious Diseases [1], indicating the challenges of
co-circulation of arboviruses in South America and would like to
highlight the situation with regard to Zika virus in India and the
dangers of its under-reporting. On 15 May 2017, India reported its
first three laboratory confirmed cases of Zika virus to World health
Organization (WHO). However, these cases were confirmed during
November 2016 to February 2017, but public outreach was circum-
vented to avoid panic among citizens [2]. Hiding of Zika cases by the
Government of India has created consternation among interna-
tional community. Under the International Health Regulations
(IHR), a legal instrument binds on all WHOmember states, govern-
ments are required to notify WHO of unusual health events within
24 hours [3]. Although WHO has declared Zika public health emer-
gency to end in November 2016, the samemonth inwhich first case
of Zikawas identified in India, but we feel that Government of India
should have informed national and global community to take pre-
cautionary measures. Aedes aegypti, a primary competent vector for
Zika virus transmission is not only confined to India but also widely
distributed in surrounding countries including Pakistan, China,
Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh [4]. The Zika virus can establish itself
in any tropical and temperate region with Aedes mosquitoes. We
believe that keeping the Zika incidence under wraps could have
transmitted disease to the adjacent countries by the cross-border
movements. Such incidents of immediate Zika transmission from
neighboring countries have previously been reported. On August
27, 2016, Singapore confirmed its first case of Zika and just after
few days Malaysia reported Zika virus in a woman following her
visit to Singapore [5]. Moreover, Singapore's swift response and
transparency in reporting not only won the praise of WHO but
also sparked warnings in neighboring countries.

By not disclosing the information in real time, India behaved as
China did in the case of the severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) outbreak in 2003. China was widely criticized by the global
community for trying to cover up the outbreak and the Chinese
government was considered arguably partly responsible for SARS
spreading to the other countries [6]. It is worth mentioning that
none of the Zika-infected cases and their spouses or relatives had
travelled to any country with Zika virus transmission which pro-
vides evidence of local circulation of virus and new cases may occur
in the future [2]. Since the disclosure, India has been elevated in
WHO's Zika virus classification from category 4 (area with estab-
lished competent vector but no known documented past or current
transmission) to category 2 (area either with evidence of virus cir-
culation before 2015 or area with ongoing transmission that is no
longer in the new or re-introduction phase, but where there is no
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evidence of interruption). It is pertinent to mention that most of
the countries in category 4 are adjacent to India and there is high
propensity of disease spillover to these regions due to the presence
of multiple modes of Zika virus introduction and spread. Moreover,
WHO's risk assessment suggested the significant fear of disease
spread due to the wide geographical distribution of Adese
mosquitos in various regions of the world [2]. Pakistan has history
to follow disease outbreak in India due to similar climatic condi-
tions and unchecked border crossings. Recently, Pakistan braved
its first chikungunya outbreak soon after its outbreak in India [7].
We believe that collaborative efforts among countries on vector
surveillance and control could go a long way. Moreover, in global
public health scenario, India has the responsibility to keep the
WHO and the global community informed, especially in the case
of dreaded infectious diseases, for both global risk assessment
and risk preparedness. Considering the potential risks of extraordi-
nary clustering of microcephaly in newborns and Guillain-Barre
syndrome in adults, we urge WHO to declare Zika a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC).
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